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Alfalfa hay in the United States is an important feed input in the livestock
industry. According to Wheaton and Rossi, alfalfa can supply all protein and energy
needed for most beef, is digested twice as fast as most hays, and has the cheapest cost of
production among all perennial forages. Wheaton and Ross also argue that a ton of
alfalfa has as much protein as 2/3 tons of soybeans and that in times of low rainfall.
alfalfa produces more quality forage than other species.
Alfalfa is produced in almost every state in the country. According to
Agricultural Statistics (U.S. Department of Agriculture 1986 to 1996) data, there has been
a growing domestic demand for alfalfa hay in the last 10 years especially in the South
central and Southeast regions. This, according to Konyar and Knapp (1986) can be
associated with increasing numbers of alfalfa hay consuming species, particularly dairy
cows which are said to be the major alfalfa consumers. Konyar and Knapp (1986)
contend that alfalfa is a free market crop with no restrictions on entry or exit from the
market. They also observe that price is strictly determined by free interplay of demand
and supply. Agricultural Statistics (U.S. Department of Agriculture 1996) shows an
1 The article is not dated.
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increase in real prices paid to alfalfa hay growers supporting the growing demand for
alfalfa.
The 10 largest alfalfa hay producing states were different from the 10 largest
alfalfa hay consuming states (U.S. Department ofAgriculture 1996). This is 'an
indication that trade is necessary for meeting demand in deficit states. Skaggs (1992)
observed that in the Western states, about 43 percent of the hay is marketed rather than
fed on the farm where it was produced. In the rest of the oountry, however, this rate was
only 14 percent (Skaggs 1992).
The amount of alfalfa hay transported and how far from the production point
alfalfa hay will be shipped depends on the supply of alfalfa, cost of transport, demand in
general, and demand for specific qualities of alfalfa. Price differentials between alfalfa
hay markets comprise transportation and handling costs. Transportation is significant in
alfalfa hay marketing because no market could function without the movement of alfalfa
hay from one location to the other (Hough 1994). The international market for U.S.
alfalfa hay is also growing, from 230,000 Metrics tons exported to Japan in 1989, to
577,000 metric tons in 1995 (Ford 1996). Kallenbach (1996) observes that, increased
demand from Japan is a major factor contributing to the rise in exports in the last seven
years. Kallenbach (1996) argues that since Japan places a strict quota on beef and dairy
imports to preserve their livestock industry, demand for forages cannot be met internally
due to the small size of Japan's crop land.
The general objective of this research is to determine the out-of-state potential for
Oklahoma alfalfa hay and, more specifically, to detennine the least cost flow ofalfalfa
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hay from production to consumption regions. A mail survey was one ofthe instruments
used to elicit information about consumption in the U.S. and transportation costs. The
survey was sent to 150 animal. scientists and agronomists to determine how much alfalfa
hay is fed to specific animal species. These survey results were used to estimate the daily
consumption for individual species. Quantity and quality of alfalfa hay produced and
number ofanimals by species and state in 1995 were collected.
Linear Programming (LP), an algorithm in General Algebraic Modeling System
(GAMS) software, was used to compute minimwn transportation costs for shipping
alfalfa hay from production to consumption regions (Brooke et al.1992). Sensitivity
analysis was used to determine changes in least cost shipping patterns with alfalfa supply
and demand changes, quality differences and transportation cost changes, as harvesting
technology changed.
Problem Statement
Alfalfa hay is an important feed input for milk production. Skaggs and Snyder
(1992) contend that, though it is often considered a low-value crop, the annual value of
u.s. alfalfa production in the late 1980s was approximately equal to that of wheat. Yet
relatively few resources are dedicated to related research. Increased production of alfalfa
hay, changes in numbers of alfalfa hay consuming animals and technological changes
have broadened the market for alfalfa hay. Quality ofalfalfa hay produced in a given
state has also impacted the demand and flow patterns a great deaL Hobbs et a1. (1987)
argue that quality and protein levels impact prices accordingly and hence the quantity of
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alfalfa hay demanded. According to Skaggs (1992), 43% of alfalfa hay produced in
major Western states was marketed out-of-state.
Increasing domestic and international demand for alfalfa hay suggests increased
market potential for Oklahoma alfalfa growers. However, high transportation costs may
outweigh the increased market potential. Most alfalfa hay is consumed domestically and
not hauled great distances due to high costs of transportation. Oklahoma alfalfa hay
growers frequently ask the Oklahoma State University agricultural economics extension
staff about the potential to market hay to Japan, Florida or other distant markets.
Changes in shipping costs, alfalfa demand in the U.S., and increased international
demand may have an effect on the least cost movements (both destination and quantity
shipped) of alfalfa hay. Changes in harvesting technology in the last 20 years has gone
from the traditional small rectangular bales, to large round bales to large square bales.
This has increased labor efficiency and decreased shipping costs. These bale shapes and
sizes determine how much alfalfa hay can be shipped economically from production to
consumption points. Over time, supply, demand, and harvesting technology changes may
have created opportunities for Oklahoma alfalfa hay growers to market hay over longer
distances.
General Objective
The overall objective was to determine the existing and potential domestic and
international market for Oklahoma-grown alfalfa hay.
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Specific Objectives
Specific objectives were to detennine:
I. The least cost movement ofalfalfa hay from production to consumption regions and
2. The effect changes in supply, demand, improved harvesting technology and quality
differences have on the flow patterns ofalfalfa hay.
Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is presented in six chapters. The literature review in the second
chapter provides a background of models and techniques used in the study. This chapter
also briefly reviews related studies.
Chapter three describes the procedure for modeling. It describes the steps
required to complete the results from data collection to data analysis. Chapter four is a
conceptual framework; this is the integral component of framing the research problem.
Chapter five is the results of the model. It summarizes the solutions for the base
model and the effects ofvarious shocks. Chapter six is a summary and a conclusion of




Several published studies dealing with interregional markets, alfalfa, and
transportation were found. The articles selected were based on their relevance to the
underlying objectives. A summary of the relationship of these studies and our study is
presented in subtopics.
Importance of alfalfa hay
Alfalfa hay is an important feed for livestock production in the United States. In
1986, Konyar and Knapp conducted a study on "Demand for Alfalfa Hay in California" .
They emphasized the importance of alfalfa hay to livestock production. They outline
why farmers would demand more alfalfa than any other livestock feed. The authors tell
us that alfalfa is unique in mineral and vitamin components as opposed to other forages.
For this reason, just as in Hobbs et a1. (1987), alfalfa hay prices are said be inelastic (Le,
a given change in alfalfa hay price results in a small percentage change in the quantity
demanded). This idea is supported by Hobbs et al. (1987) who noted that some Kentucky
horse farmers have purchased alfalfa hay from as far away as Washington state.
Konyar and Knapp (1986) based their calculations on1982 data. They estimated
that 41 percent of alfalfa hay consumption in California was by dairy cows, 18 percent by
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non-dairy animals, 7 percent by beef cattle, and 24 percent by horses. These, plus fed
cattle and sheep are the components of demand to be considered in the transportation
model. Actual alfalfa consumption in 1986 was estimated as alfalfa production plus net
imports minus change in carry over stocks (Konyar and Knapp 1986). The authors
estimated alfalfa stocks by assuming that alfalfa stocks were the same fraction of total
stocks as alfalfa production was of total hay for the preceding years. Their study is
confined to California which limits its usefulness as a national study and as the author
says, "California apparently represents a small part of the market". The study also does
not include a transportation component among counties they considered.
Role of Transportation
Location advantages or disadvantages of shippers in various supply regions do
not usually pass intact to raw material suppliers. Differences in processing or
manufacturing costs may either offset or enhance the effects of location. Bressler and
King (1970) note that the usefulness of a multi-regional transportation model is increased
when combined with site analysis. Infonnation from transportation models can be used
in margin studies. Differences between prices paid by farmers and/or prices received by
farmers are partially explained by location of their best source of supplies. The
transportation model effectively isolates the contribution oftransfer cost to farm-to-
consumer margins for various markets.
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Modes ofTransportation
Different modes of transportation such as rail, truck, barge and planes can be
used to transport alfalfa hay. The choice of the most efficient methods depends on the
availability of resources and infrastructure. Most of the animal scientists and agronomists
surveyed contend that the cheapest means of shipping alfalfa hay is by truck.
Buzby (1986) observes that flatbed trailers pulled by diesel truck tractors get good
diesel mileage while hauling hay. In this type of transportation, hay is often covered by
tarp to protect it from moisture and road dirt. In the same study, Buzby (1986) argues
that back hauls are common in alfalfa hay transportation. She gives an example of a
truck hauling cattle from Texas to Oklahoma may ship alfalfa hay to Texas on its way
back at a cheaper cost.
Hough (1994), examining logistics of the U.S. wheat industry, observed that rail,
truck, and barge transport modes each have different cost structures that gives each mode
advantages in certain markets depending on the length of haul. She suggests that trucks
are generally the preferred mode over shorter distances, railroads are more efficient than
trucks for longer distances while the barge mode has the lowest per unit cost for even
longer distances. The review portrays how several modes of transport can be used to ship
the same commodity economically. For alfalfa, truck transport is the preferred mode.
Since alfalfa is more bulky than wheat, it seems economical to use the barge
mode. However, barge transport would only be applicable for alfalfa in limited regions.
Also the agronomist survey response indicated that they preferred truck more than any
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other mode of transport. Because of these reasons the alfalfa transportation model will be
based on truck freight rates.
Tomek and Robinson (1990) suggest that the best means of transporting an
agricultural commodity plays a big role in detennining the least cost transportation
method. They argue that transport cost is the most important single variable determining
spatial price relationships. In addition. average transportation rate, or transfer cost, can
also be determined by a fixed charge that is independent of the distance traveled (usually
associated with loading and off loading) and a variable charge related to the distance over
which the commodity is moved. The authors point out that transportation cost per mile
often declines as the distance traveled increases; thus the cost ofmoving commodities
between two points is not necessarily a linear function of the distance. Supporting
Bressler and King (1970), Tomek and Robinson (1990) observed that the total transport
cost increases with distance and consequently the cost per mile of product moved
increases. but often at a declining rate.
As in the Hough (]994) study. Tomek and Robinson (1990) note that trucking
rates have become competitive relative to barge and railroad but truck rates still differ
between locations that are approximately the same distance apart depending on the
availability of back hauls and the presence or absence of altemative methods of
transporting products. The authors back this up when they point out that interregional
price differences presumably are based on the least cost method of moving commodities
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between points. At the same time the authors note that it may not be possible for every
handler or shipper to use the least cost system especially where new handling methods are
being introduced.
International Market Potential
The international market for alfalfa hay is growing in the US. According to
Kallenbach (1996) exports from the southwestern U.S. totaled 161 thousand tons, of
which 65% was from California and the other 35% was shared among Arizona, Nevada
and Utah.
The major international market for alfalfa hay is the Pacific Rim. This is
advantageous to the southwestern states due to its location in relation to the rest ofalfalfa
hay producing states in the U.S. However, Mexico is a potential market for most of the
mid west and southern alfalfa hay producing states. With its expanding dairy industry,
selected states could capitalize on this Mexican market potential.
There are several indicators of Mexico's market potential for US alfalfa hay. A
questionnaire sent to Griselda Nannies, co-operative union representative, reveals that 20-
25% of their cooperative members' alfalfa purchases come from outside their area. She
also indicated that they feed about 11 lbs ofalfalfa hay per dairy cow per day. Nicholson
(1995) observes that prior to 1992, foreign investment in agriculture was heavily
restricted in Mexico. However, since NAFTA came into effect in 1994, US dairy
investors have greater access to Mexican markets.
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Transportation Models
The least cost alfalfa hay flow pattern model is designed to minimize the cost of
transportation subject to shipping rates, supply, and demand. The solution of the model
provides optimal quantities a particular state can supply to other states. The multi-quality
model tells us the amount of low and high quality alfalfa hay a given state can supply to
other states. Several sensitivity analyses of the model show us the effect ofvarious
shocks to the system. Buzby (1987) argues that although in many transportation models
supply equals demand, the supply ofsome models exceeds demand. She suggests that in
such a situation, the imbalance should be corrected using a fictitious sink or dununy
destination to absorb the excess supply. However, in this model (least cost alfalfa hay
flow pattern), the restrictions will be set in such a way that quantity demanded is less than
or equal to quantity supplied.
In 1981, Meyer designed a transshipment model of the U.S. swine-pork industry.
The problem he investigated was that in spite of the locational advantages Oklahoma's
swine-pork industry enjoys, there was a steady downward trend in the number ofhogs
produced between 1970 and 1980. In Meyer's hog transshipment model, demand is
represented by a unique log- linear function for each region. Reactive programing is used
only for the purpose of computing spatial equilibrium demand quantities to be inserted as
a constraint in the transshipment model. Meyer (1981) constructed the transshipment
model to solve for the least cost live hog production,live hog shipment, and pork
shipment patterns to fulfill demands. It contain rows and columns which represent
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different activities for the 28 geographical regions. Meyer used 28 consumption regions;
20 variable production regions and 8 fixed production regions. Williams, Meyer, and
Bullock (1983), developed an integrated programming model using two common
mathematical programming techniques. This integrated programming model involved
sequential employment of reactive programming and linear programming.
Reactive programing makes it possible to obtain a solution for a spatial
equilibrium problem by maximizing net returns at each shipping point. Each supply
point is considered a shipper and by evaluating the demand at each of the outlets, a set of
gross prices is established. From these gross prices, the appropriate transfer costs are
deducted to obtain a set of net prices. Supplies are allocated to the outlets that offer the
highest net prices. Given the conditions of perfect competition, the equilibrium solution
is such that the net revenue to each shipper at the multiple supply points is maximized.
However, the least cost transport model will assume constant prices at all supply points
and therefore will only minimize the cost of transportation to come up with the most
efficient pattern ofalfalfa hay movement.
Alfalfa Hay Quality
Quality is as important as quantity in determining how much alfalfa hay will be
shipped from one state to another. This study considers only low and high quality alfalfa
hay. The assumption is that high quality hay goes to dairy cattle while low quality alfalfa
goes to meet other demand by hay consuming species.
However, different studies on alfalfa have used different classifications of quality.
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Konyar and Knapp (1986) point out that alfalfa hay quality is measured by its nutrient
composition of high energy~ protein~ mineraJs~ and vitamins. This classification is the
same as for Hobbs et al. (1987) after their laboratory quality analysis.
Buzby (1986) contends that producers cannot control alfalfa hay quality; however,
the ability to control quality depends on location. In most of the Western United States,
alfalfa is irrigated which helps control levels of water at different stages of growth.
Producers in other parts of the country where rainfall is the primary source ofwater,




This study can be conceptualized on the basis of spatial equilibrium theory. As a
free market crop, the levels ofdemand and supply ofalfalfa hay is a fuction of prevailing
prices, number of alfalfa hay consuming animal species and cost of transportation.
The amount ofalfalfa hay produced in State "A" (figure 3.1) can be obtained
directly from a secondary data source. With known costs of transportation and levels of
demand at point "B", we can detennine how much alfalfa hay we can ship at the lowest
opportunity cost.
The three-panel diagram in figure 3.1 explains the basic hypothetical behavior of
the alfalfa hay market at zero transfer cost.
The intersection of supply and demand curves in the central graph (states A and B
combined) gives the amount of alfalfa hay (OQ) that state A would be willing to trade
with state B after its domestic demands are met; it may also be referred to as the inter-
regional equilibrium quantity of alfalfa hay shipped from production to consumption
states. This model assumes that the producing state
has the same production and consuming location.
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The introduction of a transfer cost limits the amount that can be shipped from regions A
to B. This idea is represented in figure 3.2.
Introducing a transfer cost t. in the "market" component of the model decreases
the quantity traded from OQ to OQ3' This is just a theory of the finn argument, where an
increase in marginal cost of tranportation causes a decrease in the marginal physical
product transported. The quantity supplied by state A is fixed so it will not be affected by
the introduction of a transfer cost, however, quantity demanded domestically increases
from OQI to OQ4' [n state B, domestic supply increases from OQ. to OQ4 because the
opportunity cost of importing exceeds that of local production. This is the same amount
state A would have been shipping to state B in the absence of a transfer cost.
Gain in efficiency from improved technology is represented as a reduction
in transportation cost, transfer cost from t[ to 12. As a result, quantity available in the
market for trade increases from OQJ to OQ4' This reduction of transportation cost is also
responsible for a decrease in the quantity demanded domestically from OQ4 to OQ3 since
as it gets cheaper to ship hay, the producers prefer the lucrative inter-state market which
leaves the local consumer at a disadvantage. Alfalfa hay producers in state B decrease
their production from OQ4 to OQ3 which is the level ofdecrease in state A's domestic
consumption. Also, it's cheaper for state B to import alfalfa than buy from local




Figure 3.3: Effect of an Increase in Supply in State A
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In figure 3.3, as supply increases from S to S. in state A , the excess supply
market curve shifts from ES to ESt in the market. Consequently, quantity traded
increase from OQ to OQ.s is the same as the amount as the increase in state A's excess
supply (OQ2 - OQ.s).
Hypothetically, market prices for alfalfa hay are higher in state A but lower in
state B. If state B was to produce its own alfalfa hay, the opportunity cost (shadow price)
would be the difference between OPBand OP. By engaging in trade with state A,
livestock producers will pay a lower market price (OP) for alfalfa hay. After supply in
state A increases, this market price drops to OPI' This causes the domestic producers in
B to decrease their production further from OQ I to OQ.s which is the same as an increase
from OQ to OQ.s in the market.
Increase in demand in state B from DB to DBI causes the quantity traded to
increase from OQ to OQ6' This causes the market demand to shift from ED to ED I .
Quantity supplied to state B from the market increases by (OQ6-0QI)' In state A,
quantity supplied domestically does not change, however, quantity demanded decreases
from OQt to OQ6. The resultant excess production is the amount shipped to state B.
These three-panel diagrams give the basis of the model design since it is based on
surplus and deficit in different states combined with the responses of the survey of animal
scientists and agronomists concerning where they sold their alfalfa hay. This information
helps us to formulate a hypothesis for testing. Appendix table B3.1 representing different
production and consumption levels can be used to hypothesize the flow of alfalfa hay.
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The transportation model used here is an unlimited network problem. With
known sources and destinations ofalfalfa hay, it assumes that alfalfa hay transportation
can follow any pattern. Unlike Meyer's (1981) swine-pork industry study, alfalfa hay
does not have a processing phase. Therefore, we used linear programing (LP) to solve the
problem.
For the model solution to be feasible, we have to impose a restriction that the
total supply is greater than or equal to quantity demanded. This is illustrated in a single
quality model equation (3.1). The objective function is to minimize cost of
tr~portationZ with the condition that quantity shipped :from one state to another state is
less than or equal to the amount available in the source state.
48 48
MINZ =L L C/,X
f
1=1 j=1 !J ~
48
S.t. L Xi" ~ S. for all i
f =I !J I
f: X ~ D for allj
I = I IJ j
where:
Cij = Cost of transportation from origin I to destination j,
Xij = Quantity transported from Ito j,
Sj = Quantity available in region 1,
Dj = Quantity demanded in region j, and
Z = Total transportation cost.
(3.1)
If the total supply is greater than the demand, the constraint will not be violated.
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However, if the total demand is greater than the total supply, then the model will be
infeasible.
The multi-quality model was set up in such a way that we could have three
combinations of supply and demand as follows:
(1) High quality alfalfa hay from source t to satisfy the dairy cattle demand in destination
n using $1.00 per mile shipping rate for 22 tons transported.
(2) High quality alfalfa hay surplus from source t to satisfy non-dairy cattle demand in
destinationj and was also shipped at the $1.00 per mile rate.
(3) Low quality alfalfa hay from source i to satisfy the non-dairy demand inj. This was
shipped at a rate of $1.65 per mile for 22 tons hauled just like in the single quality model.
Equation 3.2 represents the objective function for the multi-quality model. After
all the dairy demand has been met, the excess high quality is assumed to be fed to non-
dairy species. All low quality alfalfa is fed to non-dairy species.
48 48 48 48
Min ZI =L L C,,,XI,, + Min Z2 =L L CtjX,j
1=1 ,,=\ 1=\ J-'
48 48 48
S.t. L XI" ~ SI for all t; L X'j < St for all t; L X t" ~ D" for all n; (3.2)
t=\ t=1 t=1
48
L Xtj ~ Dj for all n.
t=\
where:
Ctn = Cost of transportation from origin t to destination n in U.S. dollars,
X;n = Quantities transported from t to n (per 22 tons),
SI = Quantity available in region t in thousand tons,
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Dn = Quantity demanded in region n in thousand tons, and
2 1 =Total transportation cost in u.s. dollars.
Clj = Cost of transportation from origin t to destinationj,
x,j = Quantities transported from t to j,
81 = Quantity available in region t,
Dj = Quantity demanded in region n, and






This study is part of a larger project that is examining the market potential for
Oklahoma's alfalfa. Buzby (1986) conducted a related study that was also designed to
determine the least cost transportation of alfalfa. While our study assumes 48 production
and consumption states, her study concentrated only on ten alfalfa producing states
around Kentucky. Generally, she was examining Kentucky's demand and related
interstate flows for alfalfa hay. Buzby assumed homogeneity ofalfalfa quality whereas in
this study, alfalfa quality was one of the major variables.
Since alfalfa hay consumption by animal species varies widely, consuming
species that will be considered include: dairy cattle, fed cattle, beefcattle, horses, and
sheep. These constitute the demand component. Due to lack of data on marketing and
usage of alfalfa hay, surveys of animal scientists and agronomists at Land-Grant
universities were used to elicit information. One hundred and fifty questionnaires were
sent to animal scientists and agronomists in all 48 states. The information sought was:
alfalfa hay shipping rates, quantity ofalfalfa hay fed to specific animal species per day
during the winter (non-grazing) and smnmer (grazing) months, preferred bale type, and
22
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whether they export or import their alfalfa hay from or to their state. The multi-quality
model was restricted to 1995, the latest year for which all data were available.
Demand and supply of alfalfa are the key factors in terms oftransportation needs.
1995 production data from every state was obtained. Total alfalfa consumption for every
state was determined based on the number of sheep, horses, dairy cows, beefcows and
fed cattle in each state and the estimated daily alfalfa consumption by species. Specific
demand and supply points in each state were chosen and distances between all points
were calculated. Shipping costs were computed for each production and consumption
region pair. The resulting shipping cost matrix was incorporated into a linear
programming framework to develop a transshipment model for solving the least cost flow
of alfalfa hay.
Data and Sources
Quantities of alfalfa hay produced by specific states in 1995 were used as the
supply component for the base model. Supply qualities for the multi-commodity model
were obtained from a combination of primary and secondary data. Production from
each state was allocated between low and high qualities as follows: 33% to high quality
and 67% to low quality. Agronomists from 16 states provided an estimate of the ratio of
high quality to low quality alfalfa hay produced. The average percentage from all
responses was used.
In the base model the demand component is made up ofall alfalfa hay consuming
species. These are: (1) dairy cows, (2) beef cows, (3) fed cattle, (4) sheep, and (5) horses.
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Number ofanimals except for horses, was obtained from Agricultural Statistics (U.S.
Department of Agriculture 1996). Horse numbers were obtained from two sources: (1)
thoroughbred data from The Jockey Club and (2) Quarter horses from the American
Quarter Horse Association. These data are summarized in appendix B3.1.
For the multi-commodity model, dairy cattle was the only species considered for
the high quality demand component. While other species (Le. sheep, fed cattle, beef
cattle, and horses) constituted the low quality demand. In the Hobbs et al. (1987) model,
the chemical composition of alfalfa hay was analyzed to distinguish low and high quality.
However, in the transportation model we assumed, high quality alfalfa hay was equal to
or greater than 20 percent Crude Protein (CP) or 150 Relative Feed Value (RFV) based
on a previous survey of dairymen (Ward, Huhnke, and Cuperus 1995). Hobbs et al. also
used different consumption rates and confined their study to the state ofKentucky as
opposed to the 48 states used in this least cost transportation model. Levels of high
quality alfalfa hay were obtained by averaging the mid points for answers to question 12
(appendix AI) in the e-mail surveys. An average of33 percent high quality alfalfa hay
was obtained which was what we used to obtain the amounts of high quality alfalfa hay.
Estimated daily alfalfa hay consumption by different animal species was obtained
from the survey of animal scientists. To estimate low quality alfalfa consumption in a
state for a specific animal species (other than dairy cattle) per year, the average daily
consumption rate for alfalfa is multiplied by total number of animals multiplied by 365
days. These are then summed to obtain the low quality demand component. Dairy cattle
annual consumption estimate was obtained using the average daily alfalfa consumption,
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multiplied by total number of dairy cattle in that state, multiplied by 365 days. Data for
alfalfa exports to Japan were obtained from Ford (1996).
Cost ofTransportation
From the U.S. Bureau of Census density maps, specific locations of alfalfa hay
production and demand in given states were identified. Selection of these locations was
based on the concentration ofalfalfa growing regions and various consuming species
within the given state.
Automap Road Atlas Software (Microsoft Corporation 1995) was used to
compute distances between supplying and demanding states, based on identified source
and destination points. Appendix table B4.2 represents the mileage among all
combination of states. Rows represent the supply points while columns represent the
demand points. It would be worth noting that the distance from a supply point in "A" to a
demand point in state "B" is different from the distance from supply point in state "B" to
a demand point in state "A" in most cases. This is because for most states alfalfa hay
consuming points are different from alfalfa hay producing points.
Transportation rates and truck sizes were obtained from the agronomist survey.
For the single quality base model, $1.65 per mile for a 44,000 pound truck load was used.
A $1.00 per mile rate was used. in the advanced technology model. The $1.00 per mile
per truck rate was used to proxy handling efficiency as a result of improved technology.
High quality alfalfa hay fed to dairy cattle is more likely to be harvested in large bale
sizes and have a higher handling efficiency than low quality fed to other species. For this
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reason we used the $1.00 per mile per truck rate. An average of $1.65 per mile per truck
was computed as a shipping rate for the base model.
If transportation costs between all combinations (supply and demand) are defined
as tij and trade flows as Dij, then the total transportation cost for all possible trade flows
can be expressed as in equations 4.1 and 4.2. Each separate region is a supply region~ i =
1,2,3, ..., n and demand region;j = 1,2, 3, ... , n, respectively. With price asswned to be





t =transportation cost for a 22 ton truck load,
r = rate of shipping per mile for 22 ton truck load,
d = distan.ce between i andj (miles),
TC = total transportation cost ($), and
n = quantity of alfalfa hay (thousand tons) shipped from source ito
destination j.
California is the port ofexit for most of the United States' export to the Pacific
Rim. To compute the cost of shipping alfalfa hay to Japan from any state, we established
the distance from California to Japan, and then added it to the distance from every state to
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change) was tested by using lower shipping rates r as a proxy for handling and
transportation efficiency. Sensitivity to an increase in Texas demand (due to a projected
expansion oflivestock industry) and changes in Oklahoma supply were explored. Effects




California. Ocean rate shipping cost of $55.00 per ton were added to shipping cost ofa
particular state to California.
Dairy production data for Mexico were not directly available. Milk production
levels obtained from Nicholson (1995) provided the basis for estimating dairy cow
numbers per state in Mexico. This was done by dividing total annual milk production in
each state by annual milk production per cow averaged across different dairy breeds.
Daily alfalfa hay consumption was obtained from the co-operative questionnaire.
This and estimated dairy cow numbers were used to compute annual alfalfa consumption,
for the demand component of the model. The supply component was obtained from
alfalfa production levels for each state in the US.
The cost of shipping alfalfa hay was computed by adding a fixed amount per ton
after entering Mexico at the selected ports of entry to the cost of shipping alfalfa to the
two ports ofentry from the production location in the U.S. For this model two ports of
entry were considered; EI Paso and Laredo, Texas. Laredo and EI Paso in Texas would
serve eastern and western states, respectively. We also picked two demand points in
Mexico; Toreon and Guadrajala, each of which were combined with each port one at a
time. The two demand points were chosen both because of their proximity to the US and
the size of their dairy industry. Shipping costs to Guadrajala from the ports ofentry were
$55 per ton; and to Torreon $25 per ton. This left us with four models to solve.
A linear program solver in GAMS determined the shipping pattern transportation
plan that minimizes the cost of shipping to meet demand at all destinations. Various




The objective function of the model is to minimize the cost of transportation. To
limit the scope of the model the following assumptions are made:
1. There is a specific supply point in each region (state) and a specific demand point in
each region (state),
2. Supply is fixed,
3. The two points (supply and demand) are separated by a known transfer cost,
4. Transfer cost is the cost of shipping hay,
5. There is no storage cost considered, and
6. Truck size was homogenous in all states.
Some of these assumptions tend to limit the model from representing real world
conditions. To express the importance and inadequacies of each of them, the six
assumptions will be discussed independently.
By assuming that there is a specific supply point i in one state and a specific
demand pointj in another state, makes it convenient in calculating the distance from i to
j. Without this assumption we would have to calculate the distance between all supply
and loading points within a state, prior to calculating mileage for interstate shipments.
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This would be a very complex and time consuming exercise.
The second assumption is that supply at producer points and demand at consumer
points are inelastic. The model takes into account only the cost of transportation,
ignoring costs of production which is essential for price detennination. Price is a
function of supply and demand and therefore by fixing quantities supplied and demanded
by a given state keeps the level of prices constant.
Another assumption is that cost of storage is not considered. According to Buzby
(1986), hay is generally not stored for over one year since returns from storage cannot
cover the costs due to storage and product deterioration. Within the same assumption,
alfalfa hay produced in one season does carry over to the next. This assumption is valid
until better alfalfa hay storage techniques are devised.
Homogeneity of truck size for different states is another assumption that was
made. This makes calculations of shipping cost convenient since using different truck
sizes for different states would complicate the model. We therefore assumed that a truck
load of alfalfa hay is 22 tons.
The cost of shipping from the farm to the collection centers was assumed
negligible. Shipping points were assumed to be the production points in a given state,
making the cost of shipping to the "production" point equal to zero.
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Single Quality Model Results
The results of the transshipment model are summarized in Appendixes, B5.l to
B5.13. Single quality alfalfa hay shipped at $1.65 with no international component is the
base model. In all cases, the results represents the optimal flow pattern (Le., the
maximwn amount of alfalfa hay that would be shipped to a given destination at a given
shipping rate). As illustrated, in the 1995 alfalfa hay production and animal species
population table in appendix B3.1 and mileage table in appendix B4.1, the flow pattern is
a function of demand, distance, supply and shipping rates.
From the base model in appendix table B5.1, it can be learned that some states
meet the demand ofother states even before they cleared their own market. For example
Oklahoma sends all its 1.444 million tons to Texas and imports from Nebraska and
Kansas to meet its demand. Some states, for example, South Dakota skipped closer
demand states to supply longer distance markets.
According to the animal scientist and agronomist survey responses (figure 5.1),
the general movement ofalfalfa hay is different from what the study revealed an
indication of lack of infonnation in the alfalfa market. Specific movement for some
states un particular, differ sharply. According to survey responses, there are sevral cases
where there is a west-east and south-north flow as opposed to an east-west and north-
south flow of alfalfa hay revealed by the study. Part of the reason for this is that whereas
the model gave us the least cost destination of alfalfa hay
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Figure 5.1: Alfalfa Hay Imported into a State (rom other States Based on Survey
Responses
Figure 5.2: Least-Cost Alfalfa Hay Movement,. Ten Leading A1fa Production States,
1995 (Assume Domestic Movement, S1.65/tonlmile Transportation Rate) (1,000
Tons)
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subject to shipping cost, the survey flow pattern is based on perception and knowledge.
From figure 5.2 ( Base2 model) it can be observed that there is a north to· south
and west/mid-west to eastern United States general movement ofalfalfa bay. For,
example states such as Michigan, although supplying alfalfa to itself, most of its supply
goes to such places as Indiana, Tennesee, and South Carolina.
The base model results indicate that Oklahoma, a deficit state received its supply
from Kansas. Oklahoma shipped all its production to Texas. It would seem logical for
Oklahoma, as a deficit state, to meet its demand before shipping its supply anywhere else.
Part of the reason is because there are no border restrictions and supply points are
different from demand points in some states. If the Kansas production point is closer to
Oklahoma's demand point than Oklahoma's own supply point, then the model finds it
feasible for Oklahoma to get its supply from Kansas.
Texas is the number one demand state. It has favorable conditions for raising
livestock and is also big in area. The model solution indicates that it should get its supply
from Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, New Mexico and should also supply some
to itself. It is interesting to see that a state like Iowa skipped other deficit states such as
Kansas and Oklahoma to supply Texas. Visually, it would seem logical for Iowa to meet
demand for the closest states and for Texas to exhaust the supply of the neighboring
states. However, the transportation cost minimization model found it more feasible for
2 Domestic movement at $1.65/mile rate
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Iowa to supply Texas. Shadow prices for other states other than Oklahoma reveal that the
opportunity cost ofIowa supplying Kansas is an extra $9.00 per ton as opposed to zero
for Texas. In other words for Iowa to supply alfalfa hay to Kansas to enter into the basis,
transportation cost between these two states would have to decrease by anextra $9.00 per
ton. For a supply activity to be in the basis, the opportunity cost has to be zero.
Although a big supply state, California was also found to be a big demand
destination. The model indicates that it should get its supply from Oregon, itself, and
Nevada, in that order.
The introduction of an international component in the model as in appendix table
B5.6 indicates that aU 1.9 million tons ofalfalfa hay supplied to Japan should come from
California. This is no wonder because California acts as the gateway to most of the
Japanese imports. For Oklahoma farmers to export their hay to Japan, they will incur
higher shipping costs than California and its neighboring states. As appendix table B5.13
indicates, the shadow price for Oklahoma shipping to Japan is an extra $93.00 per ton. In
this context, unless with subsidized transportation costs, Oklahoma fanners should not
export their hay to Japan.
Increasing Oklahoma's shipment by 20 percent (appendix table B5.3), the flow
pattern is shocked causing a substantial change in quantities and destinations of alfalfa
hay. The increased Oklahoma shipment is all sent to Texas.
Among the top ten Producing states, the model indicates that Iowa should
decrease its shipment to Arkansas, from 7.9 million tons to 2.2 million tons. As a result,
Iowa's shipment to Missouri increases from 1.5 million tons to 2 million tons. The rest
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ofArkansas' demand is left to be met by Wisconsin. Wisconsin increases its shipments
to Tennessee from 178,000 tons to 939,000 tons, and reduces its shipment to Louisiana
from 623,000 tons to 493,000 tons. The 637,000 tons Mississippi was getting was
getting from Wisconsin now comes from Illinois. South Dakota decreases its shipment to
Kansas from 378,000 tons to 89,000 tons. This Kansas deficit is offset by Nebraska
which increases its shipment to Kansas from 702,000 tons to 991,000 tons. Other top ten
producing states are not affected by the shock.
As illustrated in the appendix table B5.4, increasing Texas demand by 20 percent
has no direct effect on Oklahoma because Oklahoma has only Texas as the recipient of its
shipment. However, this shock causes a general increase by one unit in Oklahoma's
shadow prices to all other states. This extra unit in the opportunity cost for Oklahoma
shipments can be avoided by a double shock to the model. By using both the supply and
demand shocks, Oklahoma's shadow prices are the same as those ofthe base model and
its shipment increase goes to fulfill the demand increase in Texas. With this demand
shock, all the top ten producing states increased their shipment except for Michigan to
Connecticut which decreases by a mere 7 percent.
Multi-Quality Model
As indicated in appendix table B5.1 of the single quality model, California meets
the international demand aU by itself. According to Ford (1996), 90 percent ofalfalfa
hay shipped to Japan is for dairy. Therefore, in building the multi-quality model, we
considered all hay shipped to Japan as high quality alfalfa. According to the Agricultural
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Statistics (U.S. Deparment ofAgriculture 1996), California is a big dairy producing state.
In the multi-quality model where dairy quality alfalfa was determined to be 33 percent of
total production, California no longer has enough for itself and for export. Therefore,
Utah, Idaho, Nevada and Oregon supplement California's shipment to Japan. California
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Figure 5.3: Least Cost Movement Multi-quality. Ten Leading Alfalfa Hay
Production States. 1995 (1,000 tons)
Figure 5.4: Least Cost Movement Multi-quality. Ten Leading Alfalfa Hay
Consumption States. 1995 (1,000 tons)
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meets the rest of its demand for dairy quality alfalfa from Idaho while other species'
demand are met by Nevada and Oregon.
The single and multi-quality model solutions are different in the sense that, the
multi-quality model (appendix tables B5.7 through B5.10) provides a possibility of
shipping alfalfa hay for a longer haul than the single quality model. There is also a
noticeable difference in the general movement ofalfalfa. The multi-quality's high quality
alfalfa (appendix table B5.8), goes to dairy concentrated states irrespective of the
distance. Dairy quality alfalfa is harvested frequently in larger bales which have higher
handling efficiency. This efficiency is proxied by lower shipping costs.
This makes it possible for dairy quality alfalfa to be transported longer distances
than non-dairy quality alfalfa. Figure 5.3 summarizes the solution for the multi-quality
model.
This makes it possible for dairy quality alfalfa to be transported longer distances
than non-dairy quality alfalfa. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 summarizes the solution for the multi-
quality model. Figure 5.3 represents the ten leading alfalfa hay production states while
figure 5.4 represents the ten leading alfalfa consumption states. According to figure 5.4,
Nebraska retains only 3 percent of its high quality alfalfa while the rest is shipped out of
state. On the other hand, it utilizes 54 percent (2.57 million tons) of its low quality alfalfa
and markets only 15 percent out of state; 673,000 to Texas and 65,000 to Kansas. This is
an indication that although Nebraska, as an example, can ship its low quality hay out of
state, it ends up in neighboring states where the distance covered is not as great as to
Florida, Virginia and Kentucky, some of its high quality alfalfa destinations.
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The model also indicates that whereas Oklahoma exports all its high quality
alfalfa hay, it retains 1.01 million tons for its domestic use. It ships 374, 000 tons of
dairy quality to Texas. This is yet more proof that markets for non-dairy quality alfalfa
hay are more localized than for dairy quality alfalfa. It would be feasible for a state to
sell its dairy quality hay production out ofstate than non-dairy quality alfalfa because it's
cheaper to transport and also raises more revenue.
Other top ten alfalfa hay producing states and where they send their hay is as
follows: South Dakota to Wisconsin, Delaware, Illinois and Iowa to meet dairy demand.
Iowa to Wisconsin for dairy and part of its dairy quality alfalfa production to Texas for
non-dairy. Its low quality alfalfa hay is used locally. Wisconsin supplies dairy quality
hay to Michigan, Connecticut, New York, Indiana, Delaware and uses some locally.
Seven percent of its dairy quality alfalfa is demanded in Louisiana for non-dairy species.
Its low quality alfalfa production goes to Missouri, and Arkansas.
Except for the 4 percent of California's shipment (331,000 tons) that goes to meet
New Mexico's dairy demand, the rest of its production is either used in the state or
exported to Japan. California meets its non-dairy quality demand from itself, Nevada
and Oregon and shipment for its dairy from itself, Idaho, Utah, and Oregon. Idaho sends
some of its high and low quality alfalfa to Wyoming and exports the rest of its high
quality to Japan. Some of its high quality alfalfa is used in Wyoming by other species.
Montana retains all its production and uses some of its high quality alfalfa for non-dairy
demand.
Effects of20% increases in Oklahoma's alfalfa shipment and 20% increase in
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Texas demand also changes the schedule oftbe flow pattern. The solution is summarized
and presented in appendix tables B5.1O througb B5.12. Other sensitivity analyses
determined in the single quality model did not apply in the multi-quality model. The
SI.OO per ton per mile shipping rate used in the single quality model to proxy effects of
improved technology is the same rate used for shipping dairy quality alfalfa. Therefore it
was not possible to show the effect of improved technology in the multi-quality model.
International Models
Since 90% of alfalfa hay exported from United States to Japan is dairy quality,
Japan was considered as part the destination ofalfalfa hay and not as a sensitivity
analysis.
To detennine the most beneficial model for Oklahoma hay growers, shadow
prices for Oklahoma to all states and Japan were considered. The higher the shadow
price the more costly it would be for Oklahoma to ship alfalfa hay to a state. The dairy
quality alfalfa with 20% increase in Oklahoma supply in the multi-quality model had the
lowest spatial shadow price.
For Mexico models, there was a substantial change in the amount and destination
of alfaLfa hay from having Japan as the only international market for same states.
Specifically the following are resulting flow patterns.
Torreon through EI Paso
Arizona and New Mexico were the sole exporters ofalfalfa hay to Torreon with
18 and 181 thousand tons, respectively. No alfalfa hay from Oklahoma. was shipped to
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Torreon under the model results. Other results included: California increased the
shipment to itself from 550 to 1436 thousand tons. Amounts from Utah were increased
from 358 to 376 thousand tons and California no longer demanded from Nevada and
Oregon. Missouri alfalfa hay found a new market in Florida with a shipment of 180
thousands tons. Idaho increased its demand from Montana from 409 to 427 thousand
tons but decreased demand from Utah from 135 to 117 thousand tons. Kansas shifted its
200 thousand tons demand from itself to Colorado. Kentucky now gets 180 thousands
tons from Missouri causing to limit its demand from Nebraska from 408 to 228 thousands
tons.
Oklahoma increased it's total shipment from 433 to 454 thousand tons. Kansas
shipment to Oklahoma also increases from 43 to 222 thousand tons. Other noticeable
effects are the change in players in the Japanese market. Japanese demand fonnerly was
dominated by California, now Nevada and Oregon can ship 324 and 580 thousand tons
respectively.
To Torreon through Laredo
In this model, New Mexico was the sole supplier of the 209 thousands tons
demanded by the said Mexican state. Oklahoma received 243 thousand tons from Kansas
but supplied 433 thousand tons to Texas.
To Guadrajala through EI Paso
The changes in this model were slightly different from the first two, however, the
differences were insignificant. There was no apparent changes in Oklahoma alfalfa hay
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market. The demand in Guadrajala was met by Arizona and New Mexico with 18 and
270 thousand tons respectively.
To Guadrajala through Laredo
As observed in the model for Torreon through Laredo) New Mexico was the sole
supplier ofalfalfa to Guadrajala. One of the most noticeable differences between this
model and the first two is that California alfalfa hay demand was not affected by
inclusion of Mexico as the second international market. Oklahoma's market response
was no different from that in the previous two models.
Changes in the original international model after including Mexico are
summarized in tables 5.1 through 5.4.
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Table 5.1: Effect of Mexico on the Higher Quality Alfalfa Hay International Model: To
Torreon through El Paso.
Shipments Shipments
10 from Base- Afte.... Change
(I,OOOlons)
California Arizona 5501 436 -886
California Utah 358 376 -18
Idaho Montana 409 427 -18
Idaho Utah 135 117 18
Kansas Colorado 0 200 -200
Kentucky Missouri 0 180 -180
Kentucky Nebraska 408 228 180
Minnesota Montana 357' 339 -180
Missouri Missouri 0 180 18
Montana Missouri 163 343 -180
New Mexico Arizona 90 72 180
New Mexico California 331 349 18
Ohio Vennont 0 39 -18
Oklahoma Wisconsin 0 22 -39
Kansas Oklahoma 243 222 -22
Oklahoma Oklahoma 0 21 21
Texas Colorado 778d 578 -21
Texas Kansas 2340 4550 200
Texas Oklahoma 433 412 221
Japan California 1189 285 21
Japan Nevada 0 324 904
Japan Oregon 0 580 -580
Torreon New Mexico a 191 -191
Total Change -1693
a Quantities with Japan as the only international alfalfa hay market.
b Quantities after including Mexico in international alfalfa hay market.
c Includes 18, 000 tons for non-dairy demand.
d All is for non-dairy demand.
e All is for non-dairy demand.
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Table 5.2: Effect of Mexico on the Higher Quality Alfal.fa Ha.y International Model: To
Torreon through Laredo.
Shipments Shipments
to from Base- Afterb Change
(1,000 tons)
California Arizona 550 1454 -904
California Utah 358 358 0
Idaho Montana 409 409 0
Idaho Utah 135 135 0
Kansas Colorado 0 0 0
Kentucky Missouri 0 0 0
Kentucky Nebraska 408 408 0
Minnesota Montana 357c 38 319
Missouri Missouri 0 0 0
Montana Missouri 163 0 163
New Mexico Arizona 90 90 0
New Mexico California 331 331 0
Ohio Vermont 0 0 0
Oklahoma Wisconsin 0 0 0
Kansas Oklahoma 243 243 0
Oklahoma Oklahoma 0 0 0
Texas Colorado 778 57810 200
Texas Kansas 234d 455d -221
Texas Oklahoma 433 433 0
Japan California 1189 285 904
Japan Nevada 0 324 324
Japan Oregon 0 580 -580
Torreon New Mexico 0 209 -209
Total Change -600
a Quantities with Japan as the only international alfalfa hay market.
b Quantities after including Mexico in international alfalfa hay market.
c Includes 18, 000 tons for non-dairy demand.
d Includes 51,000 tons for non-dairy demand.
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Table 5.3: Effect of Mexico on the Higher Quality Alfalfa Hay International Model To
Guadlajara through EI Paso.
Shipments Shipments
to from Base- After!' Change
(l,000 tons)
California Arizona 550 0 550
California Utah 358 376 -18
Idaho Montana 409 327 82
Idaho Utah 135 117 18
Kansas Colorado 0 200 -200
Kentucky Missouri 0 0 0
Kentucky Nebraska 408 408 0
Minnesota Montana 357c 38 319
Missouri Missouri 0 0 0
Montana Missouri 163 0 163
New Mexico Arizona 90 72 18
New Mexico California 331 349 -18
Ohio Vermont 0 0 0
Oklahoma Wisconsin 0 0 0
Kansas Oklahoma 243 243 0
Oklahoma Oklahoma 0 0 0
Texas Colorado 778d 578 759
Texas Kansas 4550 434 21
Texas Oklahoma 433 433 0
Japan California 1189 609 580
Japan Nevada 0 0 0
Japan Oregon 0 580 -580
Guadlajara New Mexico 0 270 -270
Total Change 1429
a Quantities with Japan as the only international alfalfa hay market.
b Quantities after including Mexico in international alfalfa hay market.
c Includes 18, 000 tons for non-dairy demand.
d Includes 559,000 tons for non-dairy demand.
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Table 5.4: Effect of Mexico on the Higher Quality Alfalfa Hay International Model: To
Guadlajara through Laredo.
Shipments Shipments
to from Base'" Afterb Change
(1,000 tons)
California Arizona 550 0 550
California Utah 358 358 0
Idaho Montana 409 409 0
Idaho Utah 135 135 0
Kansas Colorado 0 200 -200
Kentucky Missouri 0 0 0
Kentucky Nebraska 408 408 0
Minnesota Montana 357c 0 357
Missouri Missouri 0 0 0
Montana Missouri 163 0 163
New Mexico Arizona 90 90 0
New Mexico California 331 331 0
Ohio Vennont 0 0 0
Oklahoma Wisconsin 0 0 0
Kansas Oklahoma 243 243 0
Oklahoma Oklahoma 0 0 0
Texas Colorado 778 678d 100
Texas Kansas 455 434 21
Texas Oklahoma 433 433 0
Japan California 1189 1189 0
Japan Nevada 0 0 0
Japan Oregon 0 0 0
Guadlajara New Mexico 0 288 -288
Total Change 708
a Quantities with Japan as the only international alfalfa hay market.
b Quantities after including Mexico in international alfalfa hay market.
c Includes 18, 000 tons for non-dairy demand.




In detennining the least cost flow pattern for low and high quality alfalfa hay, part
of the data used was secondary while surveys were used to elicit the rest of the data.
Supply, demand and cost of transportation were determined to provide the
parameters for the models. In the single quality model, supply from a state represents the
exact amount produced in 1995 and demand is the total consumption based on the
number of alfalfa hay consuming animals. Shipping rates are from the survey of
agronomists.
In the multi-quality model, of alfalfa hay produced, 33 percent was estimated to
be dairy quality and 67 percent was of lower quality based on a survey of agronomists.
The dairy demand was based on the number ofdairy cows and estimated alfalfa
consumption per day. Demand by other species was based on total number ofother
alfalfa hay consuming livestock and estimated alfalfa consumption per day. A $1.00 per
mile transportation rate was used for transporting high quality alfalfa hay and $1.65 per
mile rate was used for shipping non-dairy quality alfalfa.
The objective function ofthe study was to minimize the cost of transportation
from production locations to conswnption locations. Oklahoma is an alfalfa hay deficit
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state. The optimal flow pattern did not indicate that Oklahoma could ship its hay to Japan
and Florida. However, a drop in Oklahoma's shadow prices to Florida from $51.00 to
$31.00 per ton per mile assuming larger bale sizes indicates that compressing alfalfa hay
to increase shipping and handling efficiency will help Oklahoma exploit long distance
markets. Growers can exploit this situation and produce a higher percentage ofhigh
quality alfalfa which can make them competitive for such markets as Florida. Otherwise
they might not cover the cost of shipping.
The whole 20 percent increase in Oklahoma's shipment goes to Texas. This is an
indication that Texas livestock producers get their hay from Kansas and other long
distance sources because Oklahoma does not have enough. Therefore even though
Oklahoma might not have a great potential in longer distance markets, it could still be
advisable for Oklahoma hay producers to investment more in the alfalfa hay industry to
exploit this Texas market as long as production costs are covered.
For the Mexico models, except in model two (to Torreon through Laredo) where
Oklahoma increased its shipments, there is no apparent significant advantage to the
Oklahoma alfalfa hay market due to inclusion of Mexico in the model. New Mexico is
the dominant supplier to both Torreon and Guadrajala due to a combination of its location
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At: Animal Scientist~ Agronomist and Exporters Surveys
1. How many pounds of alfalfa hay are fed per head per day on average during the
winter months by producers in your state?
Lbs. Fed/Head/Day






2. How many pounds of alfalfa hay are fed per head per day on average during the
summer months by producers in your state? (Exclude grazed alfalfa.)
Lbs. Fed\Head\Day






3. Is alfalfa hay imported into your state from other states? Yes 0 No 0
If yes, identify the primary sources (i.e. states) based on total quantity imported. List
of States, _
4. Is alfalfa hay exported from your state to other states? Yes '0 No 0
If yes, identify the primary markets (Le. states) based on total quantity exported. List
of States, _
A-i
5. Is alfalfa hay exported from your state to other countries? Yes 0 No 0
If yes, identify the primary markets (Le. countries) based on total quantity exported.
List of Countries _
6. Is alfalfa hay imported into your state from other states? Yes 0 No 0
If yes, identify the primary sources (Le. states) based on total quantity imported. List
of States _
7. Is alfalfa hay exported from your state to other states? Yes 0 No 0
If yes, identify the primary markets (Le. states) based on total quantity exported. List
of States _
8. Is alfalfa hay exported from your state to other countries? Yes 0 NoD
If yes, identify the primary markets (Le. countries) based on total quantity exported.
List of Countries _
9. What are your transportation costs for shipping ocean containers overseas? Please
indicate volume ofeach size of container and any differences in cost depending on
package type.
Mode Package type Container volume
Ocean container
Ocean container
cost per unit distance
10. What is the load limit for transporting alfalfa in your state?
_40,000 lbs. (20 tons) 50,000 lbs. (25 tons)
_44,000 lbs. (22 tons) 58,000 lbs. (29 tons)
_48,000 lbs. (24 tons) Other (please specify),__
A-ii
-
11. What is the common trucking rate fOf transporting alfalfa hay in your
state?





12. What percentage ofyour Alfalfa hay is fed to dairy cows?
A-iii
Appendix B
Appegdis Bl.t: 1995 Alfalfa Bay Production datil aad Dlllaller of Alfalfa by CIIDJumill&
anlma.ls.
Slat. ('000 r.,...) ('000 Heed) ('000 ItNd) ('000 ItNd) ('000 Heed) ('OOO-l DoirY 'OClO IIlnI 0Itl0r Ill. 'OClO 10 'OClO_ 'OClO_
AI. 0 36 904 17 5 39 . 89 639 728 -728
AZ. 1287 116 239 443 70 49 : 287 365 652 635
AR 63 61 969 27 0 54 151 700 851 ·788
CA 6900 1250 840 844 430 170 3093 1119 4212 2688
co 3060 83 817 2089 210 92 205 1328 1534 1526
CT 32 32 8 0 5 4 79 11 90 -58
DE 15 10 3 0 0 1 25 3 28 ·13
Fl 0 170 1130 0 0 64 421 808 1229 -1229
GA 0 102 708 32 0 44 252 520 773 -773
10 4510 220 500 570 194 59 544 621 1165 3345
IL 2480 165 505 591 55 52 408 583 991 1489
IN 1280 145 325 422 55 45 359 405 764 516
IA 4860 250 1060 1920 155 70 619 1394 2013 2847
KS 3230 81 1509 4304 87 87 200 2407 2608 622
KY 1170 165 1165 84 17 57 408 853 1261 -91
LA 0 79 531 11 10 67 196 427 623 -623
ME 30 39 18 0 8 3 97 17 114 -84
1'.10 237 91 69 42 14 13 225 77 302 -65
MA 48 28 9 0 8 4 69 13 82 -34
1'.11 4305 333 132 443 49 42 824 282 1106 3199
MN 4988 600 420 654 110 43 1485 552 2037 2951
MS 0 57 683 8 0 38 141 490 ' 631 -631
1'.10 1260 195 2105 148 53 80 483 1521 2004 -744
MT 4000 21 1559 211 367 85 52 1282 1334 2666
NE 4725 75 1885 4093 70 76 186 2570 2756 1969
~ 1080 23 242 53 61 20 57 214 271 809
NH 27 19 5 0 5 2 47 6 53 -26
HJ 105 23 13 8 11 9 57 25 82 23
HM 1325 170 560 327 210 60 421 593 1014 311
NY 1690 710 70 53 44 28 1757 106 1863 ·173
HC 62 89 481 32 11 36 220 366 588 -524
HO 3080 65 945 211 79 37 161 744 905 2175
OH 2660 293 337 475 107 51 725 452 1177 1483
OK 1444 98 1952 802 60 189 243 1744 1986 -542
OR 1935 100 610 211 200 50 247 576 823 1112
PA 2262 639 171 169 74 34 1581 222 1803 459
RI 4 2 1 0 0 1 5 2 7 -3
sc 0 28 242 15 0 16 69 180 249 -249
so 6500 120 1660 717 355 63 297 1473 1770 4730
TN 180 130 1130 57 6 38 322 798 1119 -939
TX 576 400 6000 5022 1100 457 990 6261 7251 -6675
UT 2344 85 345 127 310 68 210 430 640 1704
VT 200 157 15 0 14 2 389 16 405 -205
VA 462 129 721 84 65 23 319 540 859 -397
WA 2550 263 317 329 ' 35 54 651 377 1028 1522
WV 120 22 238 21 I 43 9 54 184 238 -118
WI 5980 -1500 190 317 53 30 3712 268 3980 2000
WY 1914 6 734 211 460 52 15 735 750 1164
U.s. 84980 9487 35156 26229 5300 2672 'L.~{( u ~:3!1 :ltll'L.l
8-1
--r
AL-Da::oIeu 59 688 355 2243 1308 1079 153 611 316 Ilt31 613
AZ-Buo:key 1726 1056 1321 614 991 2614 2438 2221 2001 110 1132
AR-Honesh 342 435 102 1991 1046 12!t2 1019 !t39 602 1675 594
CA-Holtvill 1965 1258 1522 S64 1182 2816 26!tS 2361 2142 861 1m
CO-Anlon 1231 66S 880 1261 131 1851 1617 1814 1435 199 861
cr-M.mche 1055 1640 1380 3033 1868 0 316 1263 1002 24!t1 1012
DE-Neweas 811 1425 1135 2881 1123 255 63 1003 725 2351 940
FL-Lakel.. 622 1266 976 2875 1891 1159 1035 13 440 lSlS 1262
GA-Camn 134 8S1 524 2412 1400 1012 181 529 ISO 2029 115
ID-Idabofa 1872 1349 1563 829 618 2399 22!t2 2455 2016 160 1403
JL.Freeport 431 866 668 2055 891 10SO 962 1276 897 \S19 22
IN-&ulhbe 586 914 70S 21!t1 1032 828 757 1153 174 1661 236
IA-W.. Un 855 794 710 1!t10 80s 1214 1125 1431 1058 1434 142
KS-Salina 881 310 524 15!t8 478 1503 1327 1464 1085 1136 622
KY-Vcnaill 3S6 879 573 2372 1208 818 621 878 459 1837 S04
LA-Arcadia 483 393 221 19SO 1176 IS03 1277 903 660 1834 868
ME-Bansor 1374 1959 1698 3156 2091 324 643 1582 1320 2720 12.95
MD-Thurm 717 1330 1041 2791 1627 363 172 956 663 22S6 131
Ma-Won:est 1108 1742 1432 308S 1!t21 58 368 1316 1054 lSSO 1125
MI-Lalcevie 744 1046 837 2329 1165 821 190 1308 888 1793 369
MN-Melros IllS 956 898 1901 845 1312 1351 1627 1318 1046 1191
MS-Pore:st 270 60S 348 2161 1369 1290 1064 1369 447 1991 802
Mo-KinllC 190 4!t8 463 1177 612 13!t8 1186 \313 994 1241 402
MT-Belgrad 1894 1448 1566 1041 702 2342 2253 2476 2098 372 1249
NE-Norfolk 1009 S66 682 1640 476 1417 1370 \Sen 1213 1104 460
NV·Yeringl 2324 1611 185S 213 1010 2851 2764 2901 2528 488 1855
NH-MAnche 1182 1766 1506 3120 19S6 III 441 1389 I J28 1584 1160
NJ-Glaubor 843 1457 1135 m9 176S 241 95 1035 757 2394 969
NM·Arusia 1217 S40 833 1290 681 2126 1944 1637 \394 1100 1329
NY·Rome 1038 1505 1286 2861 1696 233 311 1298 984 2325 900
NC-LecinJll 444 1121 789 2617 1613 701 468 628 287 2241 885
ND-Diclcin. 1539 1137 1267 1473 601 1811 1782 2122 1743 104 858
OH·M_ill 651 1m 873 2S03 1339 561 446 1036 694 1968 543
OK.-Oli.kash 752 54 347 1572 719 1646 1469 1341 1012 1357 141
OR-Adel 2330 1807 2021 490 1075 2857 27SO 2912 2533 487 1860
PA-Shippe 723 1319 1035 2772 1608 342 195 996 669 2237 112
JU·Wuwick 1115 1712 1439 3104 1940 81 378 1311 1061 2568 1144
SC-Rockvill 414 121S 182 2771 1760 902 654 4SO 246 2319 1076
SD-OrqOfJ 1176 704 848 1562 4S2 1636 1S29 17S1 1319 !t18 575
TN-Cumber 222 681 349 2237 1II1 1056 866 lOll 429 ISIO 556
TX-LonllYie S97 282 262 1838 1064 1594 1368 1017 174 1641 916
lIT -Smilhfi 1797 1274 1488 801 542 2324 2236 2379 2000 J99 1328
VT·Rudand II S2 1682 1464 3038 1874 168 441 I3n 1098 2S02 1071
VA-E!arrioo sn 1234 146 2790 1614 481 256 86S S23 2243 825
WA·Addy 2331 1853 2010 996 1146 2786 2697 2!t20 2542 57S 1693
WV·Jlichwo 522 1153 873 2646 J412 630 408 121 486 2J II 730
W1-Jancsvil 708 880 683 2101 !t37 1047 958 ' 1291 912 IS6S 77
WY-Sherida 16S2 1164 1324 1221 419 2090 2014 2234 1155 552 1006
B·ii
-
~tA..()Icjwoc.kS-Wcw.. ~..y~ lA-a-od "&(IIoI<*" WI)._ ....~~ ..~,.___NT._.._
AL-Decalaa 553 788 789 257 707 1523 720 1132 663 1012 399 439 1161 lSI
AZ-Ikackey 1881 16047 10C7 1126 1561 2995 2214 2660 1m 1791 1577 1313 1221 1261
AJ.·HonaJl 637 637 ~19 442 401 1136 941 1~5 721 937 393 114 1606 596
CA-HollviIJ 2089 1192 1211 2044 I~ 3197 2415 2161 2113 1913 1711 1574 1266 1469
CO-AntoD 1021 776 446 1139 1264 2114 1523 1866 110' 167 1150 751 793 395
CT·Mmdae 121 1219 1525 914 I~II 449 310 70 12~ 1446 1413 1216 2211 1476
D£..Newcu 690 Ion 1310 686 lin 706 117 316 721 1313 1169 1071 2199 1291
FL-Lakdlll 1126 13n 1459 n5 no 1721 940 1331 12H 1670 700 II OS 2~57 1447
GA-Carton 630 810 963 279 796 1456 653 1065 131 1174 4" 601 1960 9SO
~Idoho~ 1563 1212 1130 1710 1941 2656 2131 2401 1647 1100 1934 1402 310 1010
JL..F_ 214 1~3 663 559 910 1307 107 1060 299 436 195 737 1275 ~9I
IN-sauthbe 0 313 m 400 910 1091 603 146 II~ 610 195 S60 1S44 640
lA·WertUni 378 33 578 133 9117 1470 971 1223 ~2 312 m S44 1130 413
KS--SaIlna 7S5 537 91 789 909 1141 lin 1549 139 641 149 401 1144 141
KY-VenaiU 323 622 771 109 726 1261 ~74 871 421 .77 694 S09 1136 751
LA-ArQdi. 196 816 610 662 254 1946 1144 1556 910 1120 240 ~19 '142 787
ME-Banp 1062 1442 1844 1232 1474 121 699 308 995 1467 1477 1605 2329 1699
MD-Tbwm 517 977 1215 591 1083 107 21 416 619 1204 1075 976 2090 1114
Ma-WOJalI1 UI 1271 IS78 966 1421 392 432 59 143 1491 1466 1319 2314 1529
MJ-Lakcvie 162 SIS 909 559 1042 1025 636 778 41 527 1027 692 1669 m
MN·Mel"" 610 325 740 955 1266 1520 1203 1281 531 50 1151 756 UI 615
Ms-Foresl 808 8n 782 521 141 1133 !131 1~3 192 1169 133 455 1112 174
MO-Xin.C 562 317 282 698 147 1655 1002 1407 ~ 503 133 320 lin 162
MT-Behnl 1506 1134 1228 1102 19S1 2313 2099 21n 1431 m 1937 1424 106 IOS9
NE-Norfolk 641 35) J46 917 1067 1133 1215 1416 71S 402 IOS2 539 902 172
NY.YerinJIt 2015 1770 1512 2232 21-42 3101 2609 2160 2099 1741 2149 1154 951 1~2
925 1306 1651 1040 1522 352 506 99 159 1440 1S39 1412 2301 1563
NJ-Gl18boI 725 1115 1342 711 lin 615 149 294 757 1~2 1201 1103 mt 1329
NM-At1ai. 1400 1244 664 1296 966 2S07 1126 2172 1414 1429 1912 US 1279 140
NY-Rom. 666 I~ 1390 133 1541 S40 362 119 600 1274 1395 1151 2159 1304
NC-LexiI1ll 662 1007 1175 415 UI 1103 352 n5 729 1158 762 821 2121 1163
ND-Dic:kiIls 1035 750 917 1379 1652 1902 1621 1706 97S 456 1637 1124 460 7U
OH-Muaill 299 619 m 420 1404 960 292 615 331 917 995 131 1102 947
OK-QIibolI 919 764 209 852 691 2090 1315 1692 1004 949 678 404 1365 445
OR-Adol 2021 In6 1517 2237 2309 3113 2595 2866 210' 1740 2316 1159 852 1~7
PA-5hippe 561 951 1204 581 IS 18 78S 62 395 621 illS 1010 965 212$ 1191 '
RJ-Warwick 900 '290 1597 m 1209 420 439 120 197 1517 14.1 1351 2400 1547
SC-R.ocl<vill 191 1193 1323 562 943 1370 599 910 975 1451 781 969 2320 1310
SD-Vreaor/ 800 457 ~15 1013 1233 1192 1374 16045 114 436 1211 70S 734 331
TN-Cumber 461 661 744 171 415 1500 712 1109 563 955 470 389 1741 731
TX-Lotlavic 9~ 92~ 498 720 ~5 2037 1234 16047 1001 1109 353 453 1731 681
UT -Smilhli 1481 1243 1054 1704 1821 2580 2012 23)) 1572 1243 1IS1 1327 452 934
VT-RutIaDd 143 122~ 1567 1010 1740 361 476 911 777 1339 lS09 1328 2201 14"
VA-HanUo 5" 961 1177 486 1010 925 122 535 61J 1191 935 91S 2159 11604
WA-Addv 1950 1578 1633 2246 2395 2725 2543 2671 1167 1371 2311 1161 452 1503
WV-Ricbw< SO? 852 1045 374 1089 1073 216 613 574 1103 179 783 1919 1012
WJ·JIIIl<SYiI 211 115 709 555 924 I)OJ 804 1056 29S 403 909 526 1281 S44




AL-Decaou 2236 1205 867 1366 1037 S60 1312 616 611 2569 1-47 1131
AZ-Buokey 770 2740 HJI 431 2479 2202 1S69 2051 1056 1355 2392 2616
AR-Haneoh 1968 1418 1096 1142 1193 811 1120 773 4JS 2307 1061 1352
CA-Holtvill 650 2942 2633 565 2680 2420 1672 22S9 l251 1235 2593 2117
CO-Anton 1098 1945 1610 688 1685 1551 637 1277 665 1432 1631 1929
CT-Mmche 2796 131 240 2334 232 659 1760 S56 1640 3129 266 81
DE-N..- 2650 381 34 2119 321 356 1621 424 1425 2984 41 314
FL-LakcIm 2824 l385 1049 1808 1315 689 1970 1074 1166 3158 1026 1332
OA-e.ten 2328 1131 800 1516 995 424 1474 646 151 2661 711 1072
ID-!<WIo fa 592 2487 2296 1032 2227 2199 808 1147 1349 793 2231 2471
IL-Preepon 2427 1138 947 1470 871 932 150 498 866 2881 119 1111
[N-Soulbbe 1960 925 125 1601 665 731 924 216 914 2293 661 199
lA.-WIII Un 1133 1301 1111 1315 1042 1104 621 662 794 1953 IOS3 1285
xs.Sllina 1435 1629 1320 145 1361 1201 622 941 310 1761 1211 "75
KY-Vcnai1J 2136 944 622 1573 731 463 1191 311 879 2469 516 871
LA-Arcadia 1927 1629 1290 960 1443 946 1J12 1022 393 2466 1211 1349
ME-B..,..,.. 3019 221 S60 2653 467 656 1773 815 1959 3169 515 295
~Thwm 2554 498 159 2025 346 310 1518 324 1330 2188 101 423
Ma-WoroIII 2149 14 292 2381 251 616 1812 609 1742 3182 319 61
Ml-Labvie 2092 856 775 1140 597 816 841 326 1046 2426 111 195
MN·Mdroo 1664 1360 1343 1455 1214 1328 316 894 956 1129 1291 1316
MS-Poreot 2138 1416 1077 1111 1212 733 1+43 881 605 2630 1058 1116
MO-KiDaC 1540 1416 1179 1067 1226 1117 616 806 498 1814 1140 1410
MT·Belarad 104 2312 2239 1244 2170 2185 635 1790 1441 834 2181 2413
NE-Norfolk 1403 1564 1313 1101 1305 1328 440 924 S66 1731 J315 1541
NV·Ycrinll1 61 2939 2748 1106 2679 2651 1451 2299 1611 616 2690 2923
NH-Mmche 2183 0 365 2460 268 935 1146 682 1766 3217 393 117
Nl-<llaubar . 2693 361 0 2151 321 388 1656 453 14S7 3026 55 29S
NM-AJteIia 1213 2252 1943 215 1990 1672 1192 1570 SolO 1732 1904 2191
NY-Rome 2624 261 321 2199 0 131 1588 426 1.505 2951 298 306
NC-LexiDIl1 2540 127 413 1800 704 91 1572 462 1121 2874 460 751
ND-DiclciDJ 1236 1141 1168 1216 1699 1753 165 1319 1137 1301 1710 1942
OH·MuUU 2261 6904 433 1186 +43 501 1230 23 1092 2600 379 639
OK-OUboh 1549 J712 1463 123 IS10 1221 959 1090 54 1919 1424 1117
OR-Aclel 307 2944 2753 1367 2685 2656 1+49 2304 1801 454 2695 2928
PA-Sltippe 2SlS 468 164 2013 324 349 1499 30S 1319 2869 110 401
Rj·WllWiclc 2861 117 295 2406 306 611 1831 621 1112 3201 326 0
SCRoclcvill 2618 1053 698 1133 961 338 1765 723 1215 3021 615 981
S[).(}regcry 1325 1723 1532 1113 1463 1487 261 1083 704 1558 1474 1701
TN-Cumber 2109 1112 860 1360 958 594 1255 537 611 2442 125 1122
TX-Longvie 1815 1720 IlIl 148 1500 1059 1249 lOBO 212 2214 1362 1653
lIT -Smitbfi 564 2411 2220 916 2152 2123 951 1711 1214 III 2162 2395
VT-Rut1Ind 2801 120 361 2376 las 130 1646 603 1682 3135 311 204
VA-HamID 2542 607 269 1913 464 223 1512 321 1234 2815 2SO 541
WA-Addy 834 2665 2683 1601 2614 2629 1019 2234 1153 '01 2625 2151
WV-Ricltwo 2633 756 421 1841 580 214 1417 287 lIn 2743 398 619
W1-JlDCSVil 1164 1134 943 1511 114 928 111 512 880 2129 197 895
WY-Sherida 984 2171 1986 1072 1911 1943 S1I 1531 1164 1114 1928 2161
B-iv
--
AL,.o..c-. 4()J 1080 !lJ S64 1764 1286 S61 2641 691 686 1761
AZ-Buckey 208J 1461 1667 1212 UI 27.2 21M 1517 2266 17.. 907
AJl·Honah 69!1 81!1 ~3 336 15m 1.57 100 23SS 927 611 1502
CA·Holtvill 2242 11>46 IM5 1346 a.4O 2943 24()2 1467 2467 1993 936
CD-AnIon 1478 530 Ul'n sal 627 19IS 1509 I~ ISOS 177 626
CT·Mmche 868 1574 Ill. 1589 2325 259 599 3097 390 1071 212.
DE-Newcas 601 1428 870 B45 2179 488 315 296S 160 919 2171
FL-Lokelan 531 1669 751 1069 2353 150l 748 3229 965 1266 2352
GA-eorten 238 1260 240 742 18S6 1228 .S5 2733 624 m 18S6
JD.llWIo r. 2119 8!1S 2208 1517 1.3 2457 21,. 865 2120 1396 111
IL-Freooort 883 527 611 !l10 1~7 1109 877 2024 790 25 13-46
IN·Southbe 712 738 542 949 1489 900 676 2262 592 215 1620
(A-W... Un 1054 382 767 892 1262 1272 1049 1879 951 150 1261
KS·Salina 1128 383 752 533 964 1631 1183 1a.40 1155 638 963
KY·Vcnaill 400 977 312 782 1664 995 .39 2491 4S6 503 1664
LA·AJcadi. 760 1010 460 185 1662 1709 977 1538 IllS 892 1661
ME-Bangor 1186 1797 1431 1908 2548 256 918 2936 709 1294 2547
MD-Thunn 529 1332 776 1251 2083 570 2..w 2856 6' 830 2082
M.Wor<:ell 920 1626 1167 1690 2377 234 652 2960 443 1124 2377
MJ·1AIcevie 830 870 700 1081 1621 827 741 2179 618 399 1620
MN-MeI",. 1460 304 1004 1054 923 1321 1273 1150 1186 413 1113
MS-Foresl 1033 1096 271 408 1825 1496 1088 2613 902 817 1815
MD-KingC 1037 385 661 600 1069 1456 1092 1945 1014 ,U8 1068
MT-Belg,ad 2141 780 1522 1671 355 2114 2110 1S9 2011 1247 300
NE-Norfolk 12S6 128 880 789 912 1S3' 1273 1651 1198 478 931
NV·Yeringt 2571 1459 2161 17S6 639 2909 2626 918 2572 1871 735
NH-Mancbe 994 1661 1240 1715 2412 134 715 2909 516 1IS9 2411
NJ-GIUIbor 633 1470 902 1317 2221 467 341 2994 192 968 2221
NM-Artesia 1494 1050 1627 598 977 2254 1654 I~ 1782 1344 1097
NY-Rome 850 1401 1026 1495 2153 266 582 2790 372 899 2152
NC·.LeUngl 153 1385 510 998 2069 928 129 2876 334 aa. 2068
ND-Dickina 1702 482 1459 1404 187 1703 1691 1227 1610 838 686
OH·Mauill S60 1044 613 1083 1795 706 .IJ 2568 274 542 1795
OK-ehilwb 1109 680 651 277 118' 1774 1210 2061 1m 864 11M
OR-Adel 2577 1464 2200 1922 626 2915 2612 654 2578 1876 731
PA-Shippe 5J5 nn 782 1256 2064 551 266 2837 57 III 2061
JU-Warwick 927 1645 1174 1648 2396 296 659 J021 450 1143 239'
SC-llockvill 181 ISJ3 616 1070 2217 11150 397 3091 619 1077 2216
SD-Orel!ory 1.22 91 1046 927 854 1694 1412 1483 13S6 605 805
TN-eumbu 479 953 97 558 1638 1221 576 2467 70J 559 1637
TX·Longyie 874 972 521 76 1550 176J 1079 2427 1206 940 1'49
ur -Smilhfi 2044 9.31 1743 1497 0 2382 2099 90J 2072 1343 115
VT-RutJand 964 1579 1211 1673 2330 117 , 695 2809 486 1077 2329
VA-Ham", 389 1316 636 JIll 2071 677 121 2850 9-4 824 2070
WA-Addy 1585 89' 2276 2115 712 2527 2'74 330 2'25 1691 680
WV·Jljchwo 352 1207 580 lOSS 1918 M7 182 2722 246 729 1918
WI-J""""'il 817 547 627 92' 1391 liDS 873 20SS 786 3' 1392
WY-Sherid. 1899 538 1128 1387 518 2148 1187 1040 1812 1005 406
B-.
-
Appendix 85.1: sa•• model Single Quality; Optimal Shipping Pattern From Productlon To Consumption
Regions
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Appendix BS.Z:Technology Shock, Singi. Quality; Optimal ShlppJng pattem From Production To
Consumption Regions
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Appendix 95.3: 20% I~rease In Oklahoma Production; Optimal Shipping PlIttItm from Production To Consumption
Regions
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Appendlll 85..4: 20 % Incre_ In Tex.. Demand; OptImal Shipping PIrttem From Production To Consumpllon
Regions
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Appendix BI.I: 20%1_In Tello Demand •.nd 0IlIatI0ma Production Optimal Shipping Pallem from
Production to Coneumptlon Rligiona
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Appendix 85.&: lm.matloMJ Component; OptIm.1 Shipping Pan.m From Production To Conaumptlon Raglona
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Appendix 85.7: MulU..Quallty Bue Modal SoluUon: OpUmal ShippIng P.u.m From ProducUon To ConeumpUon
Reglona (low Quality to non-Dalry Demand)
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SSMN 7 824 611
SSMS
S5MO 180
SSNT 339 52 161














































































AppendIX 85.9: 20% Inc...... In Oklahoma Production, lIultl.Quallty Model; OptImal Shipping h:ttiam from
Production to eonaumptlon Reglona (low Quality to non-dalry Demand)
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Appendix 11.10: Mulll-Quality Mod.I: 20% Inc..... In Oklahoma IIUppIy hIgIl quality to dairy .nd I'ICMMIaJry demand.
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Appendix 85.11: 20% Inc,.... ln Texu Demand. Multl.Quallty Model, Optimal Shipping PlIttem from Production
to Consumption RegIons
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Appendix 85.12: 2O'Jl. Inc...... In Tn.. Demand Multl.QuaIIty, ()ptImA1 Shipping Palt8m From Production To Con8umptIon
Reglona.(Hlgh Quality to Dairy and non·Dalry Demand)
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UIIIl 137 137 138 83 134 131 137 lOS 110
V....- 118 118 120 73 141 120 In 31 128
~ Illl Illl III 53 III III 118 19 Illl
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Cakw1dD sa 51 18 88 81 78
c-.. 171 29 131 1M 31 129
~ 145 22 110 143 27 108- 71 8 38 lie 11 37IGeoniI 72 8 !lO 70 13 48
I~ 138 Ie lOll 1341 102 104,- lOll 37 8l 107 42 80
InchNI 112 31 113 110 341 81- 101 38 57 101 44 87KINu 21 17 30 21 17 29
I~ eo 15 tI3 78 18 51
~ 31 2 18 29 • 17111_ 1115 40 141 1113 4' 138
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111_, 115 35 8ll 113 as 84
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0I<w-Ie 0 a 7 a a 7
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South CM1lIinII sa 12 54 57 17 83
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TI... 0 a a 0 0 a
Utah 137 98 110 135 103 108
v_ '72 35 125 170 341 128
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